INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Bellevue Meditations at Noon meeting of Sex Addicts Anonymous.
 
SERENITY PRAYER
 
My name is __________ and I'm a Sex Addict and your Secretary today.  Let's begin the meeting with a moment of silence FOR THOSE WHO ARE STILL SUFERRING (pause) followed by the SERENITY PRAYER. (lead prayer)
 
This is a CLOSED mixed meeting, Open to all those with a desire to stop their own obsessive, compulsive sexual behavior.  To help reduce line noise, please mute your phone and unmute when you wish to read or share.

Are there any newcomers? … or visitors, new to this meeting?  If you are willing, please give your first name, so that we can welcome you.
 
OPENING
(Name)_________, would you please read THE INTRODUCTION, pgs. 1 & 2 of the SAA green book?
 
Twelve Steps of Sex Addicts Anonymous
Would (Name) ______ please read OUR PROGRAM from the SAA green book, starting with the 2nd paragraph on page 20, the Twelve Steps of SAA and the following paragraph.
 
ABSTINENCE STATEMENT
(Name)_________, would you please read the "DEFINING ABSTINENCE" from pages 14-15 of the Green Book?

Tradition of month
Would (someone) _____ please read the “Tradition of the Month,” for the month of _____, from the “THE TWELVE TRADITIONS, pg. 77 from the SAA green book?

Meditations
Who would like to read from one of our meditation books, Answers in the Heart, Touchstones or Voices of Recovery?

SOBRIETY BIRTHDAYS 
Is anyone celebrating a sobriety birthday since their last meeting.

DISCUSSION
To keep the meeting safe, we do not make direct comments about another person's share or give advice. It is also safe to speak in “I” statements, as opposed to “you” statements. Feel free to share more specific information after the Serenity Prayer when time for Fellowship begins.

SHARING
The meeting is now open for sharing. You may stay after the closing to request feedback on any recovery issue.

ANONYMITY
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions. What you heard was spoken in confidence and should be treated as confidential. Please keep the things you heard here in the confines of your mind. Carry no gossip and always remember to place principles before personalities. What you hear here, who you hear here, let it stay here when you leave here. Here, here.

SEVENTH TRADITION
Now is the time for the 7th Tradition. Our Seventh Tradition states that "every group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions. We encourage you to consider making a donation to the Puget Sound Intergroup or the International Service Organization [or ISO].  You can make ISO donations at saa‑recovery.org, or text "SAA" to 91999 in the U.S.
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS -- Now is the time for announcements:
We will now close with the “we” version of the serenity prayer:
God, grant us the serenity to accept the things we cannot change, courage to change the things we can, and the wisdom to know the difference.
Thank you all for being here; stay after for fellowship or to exchange contact information 

